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As part of its activity on the African continent, Monegasque group ES-KO has renewed its partnership with 

SONEMA for the development and operation of its telecommunications network. 

Since 2012, SONEMA has supported the Monegasque group ES-Ko’s development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and 

in South Soudan. SONEMA supplies several VSAT stations in both countries which allow the ES-KO staff to communicate 

with each other in isolated African regions. 

Thanks to the VSAT equipment, the ES-KO staff in Africa can easily access applications which are essential not only for 

internal management in connection with the ES-KO group, but also for warehouse administration, product tracking, internal 

messaging and data sharing. These services allow ES-KO’s operational and management teams to access a more advanced 

telecommunications system, for both “live” discussions and rapid decision making. 

Thanks to their close partnership, ES-KO and SONEMA by uniting their skills and their respective specialities, can offer 

robust and competitive global solutions for international tender proposals.

Furthermore ES-KO and SONEMA are two of the founding members of CEMA, the “Club of Monegasque Entrepreneurs in 

Africa”.

The common values and corporate culture shared by ES-KO and SONEMA unite them in a strong and lasting partnership. 

Franco Zanotti, President of the ES-KO group: «SONEMA is a prestigious company with whom we are proud and happy to 

associate; our respective groups are two strong units we can rely on in challenging times». 

Bernard Delorme, SONEMA President: «We are honoured by ES-KO’s renewed trust. Quality of service and anticipating our 

customer’s needs are our daily motivation here at SONEMA».

The ES-KO group has placed

its trust in Sonema once again in 2017
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ABOUT SONEMA

In a digital environment that is rapidly evolving, data management and processing remain an integral part of a company’s competitiveness and 

distinctiveness. It is essential to have a strategy in place to secure and protect data traffic.

By operating and managing scalable, bespoke telecommunications solutions, Sonema accompanies its customers with their projects on a daily basis. 

Bearing in mind commitment, and with a strong understanding of what is at stake, we aim to be a proactive partner to our customers by allowing 

them to focus on their core business.

Remaining faithful to our values of respect, transparency and responsibility, we place trust at the heart of our customer relationships.
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Plus d’information: www.es-ko.com

ABOUT THE ES-KO GROUP

Mission « People to trust in difficult times »

ES-KO, an international group with its global headquarters in Monaco, is one of the world leaders in Logistical Support solutions, in the private and 

public sectors in post-conflict countries and/or post disaster. For 60 years, they have been operating in extreme geographical locations, in peace-
keeping missions, humanitarian aid, urgent aid, social and health assistance, and in the mining and petroleum industries. 

ES-KO’s core business is food procurement, transport, and rations management, on-site catering for camps and facilities and retail services PX/
Duty-free.

With over 60 years of experience, ES-KO has consolidated its know-how to better serve its customers by supplying tailored solutions, adapted to 
customer needs and taking into account environmental requirements. 

ES-KO en quelques chiffres : 

•	 2000 employees world-wide

•	 44 nationalities

•	 15 major clients

•	 20 countries of operation

•	 5 quality certifications

Sonema is also:

•	 65 members of staff committed to our customers, every day

•	 650 customer installations across 50 countries in Africa

•	 50 certified local partners all over the African continent

•	 Sonema is a founding member of the CEMA (Club of Monegasque Entrepreneurs in Africa) 

More information: www.sonema.com - Press contact: communication@sonema.com


